Purr-fect Pals

Body Part Crossword, page 35

Can you find the right place for each word? The only clues are the number of letters in each word and the spaces below!

WORDS ACROSS
belly  lower jaw  rump  back  hip  throat
elbow  metatarsus  shank  chin  lips  tongue
eyes  nape  shoulder  ears  metacarpus  upper jaw
flank  neck  tail  ear leather  midsection  whiskers
forehead  nose leather  thigh  forearm  nose  withers
knee  nostrils  toes  heel  teeth  wrsit
loin  occiput

WORDS DOWN

NOTE: To solve this from the puzzle that appears in the book, we had to make a few corrections:
1) Add a space in 23 across to accommodate the word "metatarsus," 2) use "lower jaw" as an across word even though it's in the down word bank, and 3) delete "ribs" and "chest" from the word bank. Also in the project book, both "forehead" and "nose leather" are labeled as 31 across.